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CANZ is entering the most active time in its
history with the establishment of a program to
evaluate waste management (Page 3), the
starting up of the recycling evaluation at the
University of Auckland and the commencement
of the evaluating of styrene in the workplace,
headed by Massey University (Page 2).
CANZ President Glenn Campbell and Vice
President Vineeth Babu (Page 6) look at a global
organisation in expansion mode and reflect on
the industry’s flipside to Covid-19.

As I meet with manufacturers of composites in
New Zealand, everyone seems busy, some having
orders out to 2023, President Glenn Campbell
says.
And after talking with our counterparts in the United States and
Australia, it appears the trend is being repeated similarly overseas.
The common denominator is Covid-19, which indirectly seems
to have allowed people to increase their domestic spending in
products you might designate as “the pleasure market”.
Many observers say the increased consumer spending power in
the pleasure market comes from unspent family funds normally
reserved for overseas holidays and travel in general. Restrictions
on travel have been due to the closure of many countries’ borders
in the wake of a raging Covid-19 pandemic that is showing few
signs of letting up.
But at the same time of strong forward orders there has been a
sharp increase in the cost of products due to scarcity of raw materials and increased shipping costs.
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By Vineeth Babu
CANZ Project Manager Styrene Sub-Committee

The Styrene Exposure Project was officially launched on May 14, 2021.
With immense gratitude I would like to express my sincere thanks to all the members who extended
their support to make this happen.
This project is a pioneer attempt in the industry to quantify the risk posed to workers by styrene emission
during manufacturing processes.
CANZ is committed to improve workplace health standards and assure a safe and healthy workplace for
every worker in the industry.
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Project Participants
Clearlite
Jackson Industries
Maskells
Ampelite
Haines Hunter
Rayglass Boats
Buccaner Boats
Narellen Pools
Armatec Environmental
Fibreglass Developments
Racetech
Fi Innovations
Gracol Composites
Composites Group
The sampling team will be led by Dr Samuel Keer, from the Centre for Public Health Research.
Sasha Makarenko from Armatec will be co-ordinating the team. This will be an opportunity for CANZ
members to invest in improving their workplace health standard and utilise the opportunity to gain more
occupational health-related knowledge from researchers of the country’s premier occupational research
institute.
We can still accommodate any member companies who are willing to participate. Please get in touch
with Sasha at sasha.makarenko@armatec.co.nz
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It proves the point of why it is even more
important to keep your suppliers informed of your
manufacturing requirements.
CANZ is entering the most active time in its
history, with the establishment of a program to
evaluate our waste management (funding having
been applied for), the starting up of the recycling
evaluation at the University of Auckland, for
which I would like to thank Maskell Productions
being the mentor (funding through Callaghan
Innovations) and finally the commencement of
the evaluating of styrene in our workplace being
headed by Massey University (also funding supported).
You will be able to find out more in depth information in the reports included in this publication.
I ask you all to participate in these programs,
as we all will benefit from them. I am particularly
impressed with the hard work put in by Tracey
McKenzie, Catherine Taiapa and Vineeth Babu
to establish not only the programs but also the
degree of funding obtained.
Lastly, some of you may be aware that Vinny
(Vineeth Babu) has resigned from FDL to enable
him to further his studies. He has therefore also
relinquished his position of Vice President of
CANZ. Vinny has been extremely active in the
setting up of the styrene monitoring program with
Sam Kerr of Massey University. I pleased to
inform you all that Sasha Makarento of Armatec
in New Plymouth has stepped forward to take
over the responsibility of this role and I welcome
her to the team.
I therefore will take this opportunity to thank
Vinny for all his efforts that he has put into our
sub-committees and I personally wish him well in
his future endeavours. Vinny has informed me
that he will make every effort to assist our programs in the future. 

Shaving your beard could save your life. That’s the shave.”
Mr Poutasi says businesses still need to look at
premise of a new campaign by WorkSafe New Zeatheir actions around their workers and ensure approland to help businesses and workers look after their
priate actions are in place.
health.
WorkSafe’s Life Shavers campaign will raise
“As with all risk mitigation and interventions, busiawareness of the need for workers who wear respira- nesses must consider every situation individually
tory protective equipment (RPE) for work to be clean because not every worker or site is the same.
shaven.
“Not every worker can shave. For some workers
“When our inspectors are out and about they see a facial hair is part of their culture or faith. Businesses
lot of workers with beards while wearing RPE, and
need to consider alternative protective measures for
these workers usually don’t realise this is putting their those workers – there are ways to prevent dust and
health at risk,” says Api Poutasi, Manager Health,
materials being inhaled, or maybe those workers
Health & Technical Services.
need to perform another role on site to avoid that
“Even a small amount of facial hair can prevent
risk.” 
RPE from forming a protective seal, potentially exposing workers to all manner of
materials while they work.
“We want to make sure all workers are
looking after their health. Getting cancer or
another illness because you prioritised
• personal service,
stylish facial hair isn’t a good idea.”
• on time deliveries,
WorkSafe estimates show cancers and
• local warehousing,
respiratory harm account for 31per cent of
• polyester, vinyl ester and epoxy,
HSC welcomes Evangeline Tuhua in
work-related health problems in New Zea• reputable UV-resistant gelcoats,
Customer Service, your friendly new
land.
• putty for coving, CNC or tooling,
voice at the other end of the
“Wearing RPE is one step to prevent
• smart kits for your complex part,
telephone!
yourself adding to this statistic, but it needs
• solvents such as acetone and styrene,
to go hand-in-hand with having a shave to
• consistent colour gelcoat and colour matching,
make sure any RPE which is worn is forming a proper seal.”
• training in new technology such as resin infusion,
The campaign serves as a reminder for
• on-site troubleshooting and optimisation support,
workers and business of the small things
• sound business advice based on years of experience,
which add up to help keep workers safe.
• glass, woven mat, roving, carbon fibre . . . you name it,
“If you wouldn’t go on a construction site
• an easily accessible trade shop in both Christchurch and Papakura,
without wearing boots, if you wouldn’t drive
• accessories such as rollers, gloves, bottles, spatulas etc for every job,
your car without wearing your seatbelt, you
• and tailor-made resin varieties in narrow specifications for your specific purpose . . .
shouldn’t wear RPE without having a

From Catherine Taiapa
armatec.co.nz
Recycling and Reuse Committee Chairperson
The many waste minimisation projects under way around
the country continue to paint 2021 as a year of strong focus
on the race to zero waste.
Businesses, universities, councils and other special
interest groups are providing a great opportunity to address
the unique needs of the products and formulas in use in our
respective workplaces to get to zero waste goal.
Student projects continue to progress at the University of
Auckland, and the Unversity of Cantebury. These projects
are focussing on further progressing trials for recycling;
increasing recycling of packaging and comsumables, and
understanding manufacturing waste. Thanks to Gracol
Enterprises, Armatec Environmental, New Plymouth District
Council, Maskells, and Callaghan Innovation for industry
input on this.
The 2021 Waste Minimisation Fund (WMF) EOI was
submitted by the CANZ Recycling and Reuse Committee
again this year. The feasibility project includes developing
the regional hubs as discussed at conference 2020 to
support capturing meaningful waste data from 100
composites businesses. This data will be analysed for
waste types, location, volumes and matched with

From Catherine Taiapa
armatec.co.nz
Recycling and Reuse Committee Chairperson
A Government and Manufacturing Reception, held at the
Beehive on May 26, was attended by CANZ representative
Catherine Taiapa our Recycling and Reuse Committee
Chair.
As a result of a direct invitation from Reception coordinator Rachael Baker, the Chief Executive of Plastics
NZ, it provided our industry with an opportunity to participate in cross-sector discussions and directly address
Government ministers and agencies.
This event, the first of its kind in New Zealand, was
inspired by the American industry experience, which go to
Congress once a year to discuss sector-related items.
“It was a bit of an experiment to call everyone together,”
Rachael said in her opening address.
“Thank you to the wide variety of manufacturing associations, academics, Government officials, public servants
for being present,” she said.
In her summary of key discussions, Catherine said that
more recycling investment is coming.
“We need to get into this to ensure composites is included in infrastructure planning,” Catherine said.
Sustainability was now the market expectation – NZTE
has support resources for exporters and industry transformation plans are under way.

experiment” and a great show of collaborative intention.
Much of what plastics is learning now will benefit other
manufactuing industries as well.
Guest Speakers – June 2021 - NZ Product Accelerator
The NZ Product Accelerator's team is keen to explain
how their program can work with companies to get new
ideas to from R&D to market. Join us for Q&A with the
team in June (date to be advised) Email
caroline@composites.org.nz to register interest.
The program is based at the Newmarket Campus of the
researched solutions to propose options for putting in place University of Auckland and its research and development
partners are located throughout New Zealand. Find out
a reuse and recycling solution in New Zealand. The fund
also requires addressing how we include Te Ao Maori in our more at www.nzproductaccelerator.co.nz
waste minimisation efforts, so it will include support for
Manufacturing and the Circular Economy
members’ understanding engagement with their local mana
Need more info on terms like Life Cycle Assessement
whenua.
(LCA), Cradle2cradle (C2C), Environmental Product
CANZ was also represented at Government and
Declaration (EPD) and Materials Circularity Indicator (MCI)?
Manufacturing Reception 26-5-2021 held at the Beehive
The following is a link to a useful article by ThinkStep about
recently. (See report below). Rachael Barker, Chief
Executive of Plastics NZ invited CANZ to attend this first-of- how these terms fit together from manufacturing
its-kind event aimed at increasing the connections between perspective.
Simply copy and paste into your browser —
public servants and private businesses. Plastics NZ have
received funding to assist transition to a circular economy
https://issuu.com/mediahawkesbaylimited/docs/
and this event, as Rachael noted, was “a bit of an
mhb_210125nz_manufacturer_april_2021/14?ff

“This requires engagement – CANZ is on the mailing
list.”
The timeframes will be tight and when transformational
change arrives, we need to be ready to respond and feed
in our specific perspectives, she said. It will be completed
before end of 2021.
“Educational reform will be half way through by the end
of 2021. Marine and Composites were mentioned, showing
that work done already had ensured CANZ voice was
included.
“EECA was now working on project targeting, helping
SMEs to reduce impacts,” Catherine said.

Summary of presentations
Ministry for the Environment:
• We can now accelerate the transition to a low emissions economy, which is part of the Government’s
agenda.
• Climate change is no longer distant threat. Strategic
planning underway including climate planning act.
Government is committed to working together.
• We have a once-in-a-generation opportunity to put the
environment at heart while supporting economic
development.
• Climate Commission has highlighted that the waste
sector has important role to play.
• Target is to reduce emissions 15% by 2035. RMA is

the key priority now.
• Committed to Modernise NZ Infrastructure - 124M
waste infrastructure initiatives. 36M recycling high
tech plants.
• Innovation is needed. Government support achievable through waste levy expansion.
NZTE — MBIE — MFA — EECA — Customs:
The main messages from these authorities included:
• Markets and customers expect to be included in the
drive towards increasing sustainability and a circular
economy.
• It is recommended that every business looks at itself
for sustainability and reviews how things are currently
done as opposed to what is now expected. Markets
expect this. New Zealand is known for customerfocused service — this is what customers want.
• Make sustainability part of quality discussion. Doing
so provides multiple benefits not only direct to the
consumer but to the business as well. End users
demand supply chain sustainability.
• NZTE: Have sustainable resources and a sustainable
advisory team to deliver.
• MBIE: Manufacturing is important and underestimated
in New Zealand. Where exports from this sector represented 20 per cent of GDP in the past, it now
represents 10 per cent. What happened in 40
years? Economic reform. Globalisation. Deregulation. To be successful we need to be
world-class with a focus on what we are really
good at. Industry-based policy is needed to grow
productivity and sustainability.
CANZ Opportunity: Feed into
Industry Transformation Plan:
Industry transformation plans are under way –
which need your engagement to be completed
by end of 2021. Information will be sent to CANZ
members as it becomes available in the next few
months. This is an important opportunity to
ensure the composites story is on the map.
Please be ready to contribute your perspectives.
The ITP was inspired by the Singapore model of
active engagement. The key elements of the ITP
are to agree scope and vision and build partnerships to deliver.
• EECA: The goal is to mobilise New Zealanders to be world leaders in clean and clever
business energy use. EECA provides coinvesting, motivation/education, regulators.
For more details – contact
catherine.taiapa@armatec.co.nz 

Gurit, as a global supplier, is committed to
sustainability and is encouraging environmentally-friendly technologies across their
range of advanced composites materials
including its formulated product ranges.
This means Gurit has carefully selected the
chemicals used in the formulations of resins
and where feasible, the most harmful substances are removed from the product portfolio.
A key target set out by Gurit in 2017 was to
remove all SVHC’s (Substance of Very High
Concern) from all Gurit standard and essential products by 2022. This is no small task
given that the European Chemicals Agency is
designating more SVHC’s every year. Gurit is
currently on track for this target with a large
reduction in the number of Gurit materials
affected – from 65% in 2017 to 28% in 2019*.
By the end of 2021, the expectation is that
this figure will be <10%.
Gurit’s drive to reduce the hazard profile of

products has resulted in a number of new
product developments. These products also
incorporate Gurit’s unique Light Reflecting
Technology (LRT) as standard, allowing the
user to detect the presence of contamination
on clothing and around the work environment
to monitor exposure with the support of a
simple UV light.
Sustainable chemistry at Gurit means that
many factors are reviewed, such as ensuring
that the manufacturing processes are safe
and efficient in terms of resources used and
emissions caused, as well as considering bio
-based options, the use of recyclate and
minimising material waste. An example of bio
-based chemistry Gurit has successfully introduced into the market is AMPRO™ BIO. It
has an accredited 40-60% bio-based content
and is a simple to use, all-purpose epoxy.
AMPRO™ can be used for gluing, coating,
laminating and filling for a very wide range of
tasks, most typically for the manufacture and

repair of wooden boats.
Along with traditional glass- and carbonfibre products and hybrids, Gurit has started
to offer a range of sustainable fibre alternatives for reinforcements suitable for composite component manufacture and repair with
natural flax fibre products. Thanks to these
flax-based reinforcements, the CO2 footprint
of semi-structural composite parts, e.g. exterior panels, can be reduced by 75% when
compared to carbon fibres while matching
performance. For interior panels, weight can
be reduced by up to 50% and plastic by up to
80% at matching performance. The combination of Gurit’s low toxicity bio resin with natural fibre solutions now provide an important
first step for a bio-based composite panel
solution for multiple industries.
A full report on Gurit’s commitment to sustainability can be found by visiting
https://www.gurit.com/en/about/sustainability

Importance
of good
secondary
bonding
This article by Technical Expert Glenn
Campbell is the second in a two-part series.
Part One featured in the March 2021 issue of
Flexi, copies of which are available by
contacting CANZ Executive Secretary
Caroline Gibson, or Flexi Editor Graeme
Stilwell, email imagineprint@xtra.co.nz

T

HE types of resins that are used in the
fabrication of composite parts can
significantly influence the degree of
secondary bonding. The conditions
outlined in Part One (Flexi March 2021) will affect
secondary bonding, however the resin type plays
a significant role.
ORTHOPHTHALIC RESINS
These are easily air inhibited and so the surface
cure in the presence of oxygen is beneficial to
better secondary bonding. This is due to the poor
surface cure leaving many un-reacted sites that are
available for the next laminate ply of glass and
resin to bond to.
Laminates made with orthophthalic-based resins
that may be stored in a cool, dark location and kept
free from any contamination, especially dust, can
be used successfully without any extensive surface
preparation for several weeks. Of course, waxed
orthophthalic resins do not show good secondary
bonding without extensive preparation.
DCPD RESINS
These resins are now more widely used as they

Laminates made with resins containing wax
or other additives that reduce surface tack.
Resins that contain DCPD resins and have
been allowed to cure more than 72 hours.
Laminates that have been exposed to UV
light or even cured using UV technology.
Laminates that have been exposed or
cured to elevated temperatures.
Laminates that have a glassy appearance
indicating a high resin to glass ratio.
SECONDARY BOND EVALUATION
With the advent of Low Styrene Emission resins
(LSE), one should understand the technology used
offer tack-free cost savings, emission compliance, by the resin supplier, in how the LSE figures are
surface cure, good cosmetics, and low shrinkage. achieved. This article talks about laminates conHowever, the tack-free surface cure gives the resin taining wax or other additives, as well as incorpopoorer secondary bonding. To overcome this,
rating DCPD resins. Every fabricator should ask
DCPD laminating resins are often blended with
their resin supplier for evidence showing the seconorthophthalic resins, usually at a level of under
dary bond testing of their resin.
30%.
The British standard for secondary bonding has
SURFACE PREPARATION
established itself in New Zealand as the standard
to evaluate laminates prepared for testing. In esThe use of mechanical abrasion is still the best
method of ensuring a satisfactory secondary bond. sence the test procedure is as follows:
Make a base laminate and store it under the
The following laminates should always be abraded
expected conditions. Leave for the period nomiprior to the application of the next ply of the laminated for the testing.
nate:
Prepare the surface of the base laminate, then place a strip of mylar film
on half of the base laminate.
Apply the secondary laminate which
should duplicate the dimensions of the
base laminate. Allow the secondary
laminate to cure for at least 24 hours.
Using the Mylar film location as an
initial failure point, pull the two laminates apart.
If the failure occurs without showing
fibre tear, the secondary bond is considered poor. If the failure shows fibre
tear, this should be evidenced by
significant amount of glass fibre tear
covering the surface of both the base
and secondary laminates.
Overall, with the advent of LSE resins, checking their secondary bonding
as well as checking the laminating
schedule to make the composite part
in the manufacturing process, should
be an essential part of the fabricator’s
Quality Control. 

International recognition of CANZ
brings opportunities for members
Here’s
good
reasons why you
will benefit
1 The Association for Composites
If your work or interest is composites and fibreglass, we
are the only association that focuses entirely on this
business today. It helps one keep up with technology and
other changes, and with our links to overseas
composites association provides links worldwide. An
association "Code of Ethics" protects members.

2 Legislation Assistance
The Composites Association keeps abreast of changes
and issues guidelines to members.

3 Own Code Of Practice
Our very own “Composites Code of Practice” was
published in 1998 and is the accepted “Code” for our
industry. All members were able to provide input into its
development to ensure it was workable. Compliance with
the “Code” is the best way of meeting NZ health and
safety requirements.

4 Annual Conference
Keeping up-to-date with technology can be as easy as
attending the Association’s conferences. A wide range of
speakers update us on new materials, technology and
equipment. There are hands-on equipment and
materials demonstrations and trade displays with ideas
and information for all.

5 Regular Flexi Magazine
The regular Flexi magazine is published for members to
keep them abreast of what is going on in the industry.

6 Industry Training
The association has led in the development of training
courses to suit our industry, working in association with
the New Zealand Marine and Composites Industry
Training Organisation.

7 Education, Marketing, Standards
Members can attend educational evenings to learn about
materials and techniques. Members can participate in
projects to market composites in New Zealand and
support the development of accepted standards. An
example of this was the publication of a “FRP Design
Manual”.

8 Low Cost
The cost to members is very reasonable indeed, in view
of the comprehensive service provided by the
Association. This is a great investment for your future in
our industry.

9 Official Solicitors
CANZ would like to acknowledge and thank sponsor
Clendons, Barristers and Solicitors, Commercial
Lawyers, Auckland, now official solicitors for CANZ in its
official magazines, newsletters and other communications to members.

Quik Shot Ltd
Ammar Ahmed
Auckland
www.nzlining.co.nz
Rayglass Boats
Garry Hunter
Auckland
www.rayglass.co.nz
Fi-Glass Products Ltd
Matt Hopping
Christchurch
www.fi-glass.co.nz

From Vice President
Vineeth Babu
vineeth@consultant.com

The composites Industry around the world has experienced
major challenges over the last year due to the pandemic.
Major work delays and raw material shortages are still an issue.
Despite all, we have made some remarkable achievements in
building international relationships and quality outcomes from our
working groups.
Composites UK and the American Composites Manufacturers
Association (ACMA) have offered their great support over the
period and we have developed a very good working relationship.
ACMA has approved us as an associate member, which opens a
great window for CANZ members to various international opportunities including access to training materials at a discounted rate
and participation in various working group discussions which
shape the future of industry. (Further information about accessing
ACMA training materials can be obtained from the CANZ Training
Sub Committee).
We have secured a permanent position in the Global Composites Sustainability Coalition, which is a high-level working group
managed by ACMA consisting of experts from around the world
working towards sustainability in composites manufacturing.
(Updates of regular meetings and international developments in
recycling are available from the CANZ Recycling Sub Committee).
Social media has proved to be a wonderful tool in developing
international relationships. CANZ has developed a very strong
presence on LinkedIn over the past few months and we achieved
a milestone of 400 followers on our LinkedIn page in May. All
members are welcome to post content about their business or
anything relevant to composites on the CANZ LinkedIn page. Ideal
content would be case
studies, research and
development work on
specific products or
anything relevant to
showcase our uniqueness. LinkedIn is a professional platform where
your professional excellence can be demonstrated along with lot of
opportunity for marketing
and learning. If any
members would like to
have a LinkedIn page set
up or promote their business and product over
LinkedIn, I am happy to
assist.
CANZ is gaining very
good international attention due to our quality
work and great initiatives.
A lot of effort is being
put in by the sub committees. The Styrene Exposure Project has now
officially started sampling
work and I am hopeful to
have the Circular Economy in Composites project getting a green signal shortly. Due to
change of workplace I
have stepped down from
the role of Vice President, but I will still be
continuing all the project
work with the working
groups. My new contact
email will be
vineeth@consultant.com

POSITION AVAILABLE
VICE PRESIDENT FOR CANZ
Contact Glenn Campbell,
CANZ President, for more info.
Glenn Campbell – BSc, Managing
Director, Campbell Composites:

P +64 9 534 6552
M +64 22 692 0054
E glenn.campbell@campbellcomposites.com
W www.campbellcomposites.com

OFFCUTS AVAILABLE
Do you use small sections of glass
mat? Armatec is looking to connect with
anybody who could make use of clean
glass mat offcuts of various sizes and
shapes.
Contact Catherine for details.
020 4052 3355
catherine.taiapa@armatec.co.nz

SPECIALS ON SURPLUS
HS Composites invites clients and
customers to keep a regular eye on their
website list of surplus materials specials.
ALSO
Want to learn how to convert an existing
open mould process to infusion produced
parts using your existing moulds? And this
by using readily-available workshop items?
Please inquire about the practical HSC
workshop in mid-September.
HS Composites
Phone Auckland (09) 295 2200
Christchurch (03) 348 4927.

